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Tahlia's Brand

Tahlia is a surface pattern designer, graduated
from Textiles at Cardiff Met, and now the founder
of Tahlia Paige, a giftware and accessories brand
in Wales. The wholesale collection features cute,

quirky patterns, designed in-house, featuring
hedgehogs and nature imagery. The products
range from makeup bags and reusable skincare
products, to hair accessories and sleepmasks.



THE
PRODUCTS
THE NEXT FEW  PAGES WILL SHOW
THE RANGE OF PRODUCTS
AVAILABLE:

Hair Accessories                                               Pg 4
Reusable Pads, Flannels & Washbags              Pg 6
Storage Pouches                                              Pg 10
Makeup Bags                                                   Pg 11
Brush Wraps                                                     Pg 12
Sleep Masks                                                     Pg 14
Taster Package                                                Pg 15
Giftshop Package                                            Pg 16



HAIR
ACCESSORIES

Our hair accessories include headbands and
scrunchies, available in two patterns, the soft
pink or the bright blue.



HAIR ACCESSORIES
WS001 PINK
SCRUNCHIE

WS003 BLUE
SCRUNCHIE

This scrunchie features a
soft pink background with
a blue foliage pattern. It's
made from avio cotton.

WS002 PINK
HEADBAND
The Pink headband
features the pink backing
with a blue foliage design
and uses a scrunched back
to fit comfortably on the
head, with a cute
decorative knot at the
front.

WS004 BLUE
HEADBAND

The pattern features a soft
blue background with a
bright pink foliage design,

covering this scrunchie
made from avio cotton.

The Blue headband
features a pink foliage
pattern with a bold knot at
the front for decoration.

The scrunched backing
helps it to sit comfortably
on the head.



REUSABLE
MAKEUP
REMOVAL PADS
AND
ACCESSORIES
In a time where sustainability is becoming
more and more important, our range of
reusable beauty products are made with soft
brushed cotton and are washable to use
again and again.



REUSABLE MAKEUP PADS
WS005 HEDGEHOG PADS

The blue reusable makeup removal pads, available in a set
of 6 feature our cute pink foliage pattern. They are perfect
for the removal of makeup and other skincare, using soft
brushed cotton.

WS006 BLUE PADS

The hedgehog reusable makeup removal pads are made
with soft brushed cotton and the patterned avio backing.

Available in a set of 6.

WS007 PINK PADS
The pink reusable makeup removal pads are made with avio
cotton backing to the soft brushed cotton for use on the skin.

Available as a set of 6.

Approx Size: 2.5 x 2.5 Inches 



REUSABLE CLOTHS

WS008 HEDGEHOG CLOTH 
Our hedgehog cloth is made using a
fun avio cotton print and soft
brushed cotton, machine-washable
and comfortable for the skin.

WS009 PINK CLOTH WS010 BLUE CLOTH

Our pink cloth features the blue
foliage on pink pattern, with a soft
brushed cotton backing, perfect for
cleansing and skincare with it's
comfortable design.

Our blue cloth is made with soft avio
cotton and soft brushed cotton,

perfect for skincare and cleansing.

The pattern featured is bold and
fun.

Approx Size: 7 x 7 Inches 



WASHBAGS
WS011 HEDGEHOG WASHBAG

WS012 BLUE WASHBAG

The hedgehog washbag is perfect for keeping those makeup
pads safe in the washing machine or any other small
delicates.

WS013 PINK WASHBAG

The blue washbag is designed to keep the makeup pads safe
while they are in the wash, and could also be used for other
small delicates.

The pink washbag is perfect for keeping the makeup pads
safe in the wash, featuring the cute matching fabrics to the
pads.

Approx Size: 7 x 5 Inches 



POUCHES,
MAKEUP BAGS,
AND
BRUSHWRAPS
Our range of storage for makeup, brushes,
skincare and more is both pretty and
functional. All products are lined for extra
protection with complimentary-coloured
fabrics 



MAKEUP BAGS
WS014 HEDGEHOG MAKEUP BAG 

Our cute hedgehog print makeup
bag is a great size for those
essential items, and is also lined for
extra protection.

WS015 BLUE MAKEUP BAG

WS016 PINK MAKEUP BAG

Our blue foliage print makeup bag
is a perfect gift idea, with plenty of
space for the essentials for the
weekend away, with a
complimentary-coloured lining.

Our cute pink foliage  print makeup
bag is a great size for all the items
you need to carry, with a soft lining.

Approx Size: 10 x 6 Inches 



BRUSHWRAPS
WS017 HEDGEHOG BRUSHWRAP 

The brushwrap has many uses, including carrying makeup
brushes, artist supplies and more. With a lined row of
pockets inside and a pretty pattern on the outside, the roll
is both pretty and functional.

WS018 BLUE BRUSHWRAP

WS019 PINK BRUSHWRAP

Our blue brushwrap can be used for carrying brushes,
artist supplies and more in the row of pockets inside. The
ribbons can then be used to secure it.

The pink brushwrap has a line of pockets inside for
carrying those brushes, pens, artist supplies or whatever
you want to, with a pretty pattern on the outside, it makes
the perfect gift for the makeup lover or budding artist.

Approx Size: 15 x 9 Inches 



POUCH SETS
WS020 HEDGEHOG
POUCH SET

WS022 PINK
POUCH SET

Our pouch sets include
three matching bags of
varying size, all in this
gorgeous hedgehog
pattern. These can be sold
separately, mixed and
matched or as a set.

WS021 BLUE
POUCH SET
Our blue pouches come in
three different sizes here,

which can be sold
separately or as a set. They
include a complimentary-

coloured lining too.

Our pink pouch set includes
the three different bag
sizes, this can be sold
seperately or as set, or
mixed with other patterns. Approx Size:

 10 x 8 Inches 
8 x 6 Inches

6 x 4.5 Inches



SLEEP MASKS
WS023 HEDGEHOG SLEEPMASK 
Our Hedgehog sleepmasks provide a soft and
comfortable fit over your eyes for blocking out the light in
those lazy mornings. The patterned front has a soft cotton
back in a complimentary colour and matching scrunched
strap.

WS024 BLUE SLEEPMASK 
The blue sleepmask has a patterned front and
complimentary-coloured backing to match the scrunched
satin strap that fits comfortably to the head. Perfect to
help you get that good night sleep needed.

WS025 PINK SLEEPMASK 
Our pink sleepmask give that extra bit of protection from
the bright rays in the early hours, giving a soft and
comfortable fit around the face using the scrunched satin
strap.



THE TASTER PACKAGE 

The Taster Package is designed for a first
order, a deal that includes all the essentials
to this line in suitable amounts.

1 x each makeup bag
1 x each brushwrap
1 x each pouch set
1 x each sleepmask
1 x each washbag
2 x each reusable cloth
2 x each reusable pad set
3 x each scrunchie
2 x each headband

Get in touch if there's any questions, 
small alterations may be able to be made.



THE GIFTSHOP PACKAGE 
The Giftshop Package is designed for
something a little bigger, to make sure you
got the stock you want ready to put on those
shelves and sell.

3 x each makeup bag
2 x each brushwrap
2 x each pouch set
3 x each sleepmask
3 x each washbag
3 x each reusable cloth
3 x each reusable pad set
4 x each scrunchie
3 x each headband

Please request a pricelist if you are 

interested in the Giftshop Package, and feel
free to get in touch with any questions.



CONTACT US

TAHLIA PAIGE

Instagram:

@tahliapaigetextiles

FOR ANY ENQUIRIES OR FOR PRICES
AND AN ORDER FORM, GET IN TOUCH

VIA EMAIL:

tahliapaigetextiles@gmail.com

WWW.TAHLIAPAIGE.CO.UK


